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Ǧeraš in the Middle Islamic Period

Connecting Texts and Archaeology through
New Evidence from the Northwest Quarter

By Achim Lichtenberger and Rubina Raja

Abstract

As the devastating earthquake of 749 C.E. shook large parts of the Middle East, Gerasa, modern Ǧeraš in
Jordan, had for about four centuries undergone dynamic and penetrating transformations of its civic life
between Late Antiquity and the early Islamic period. Also when today the Roman period ruins stand as
the most impressive remains, the actual flowering periods with a peak in population were those of Late
Antiquity and the early Islamic periods. Furthermore it has through a new archaeological project in Ǧeraš
over the last years become clear that the Ayyubid-Mamluk periods are much better represented than
earlier thought. This article discusses the nature of this new evidence and relates it to the literary sources
which mention Ǧeraš in the early as well as later Islamic periods.

1. Introduction

As the devastating earthquake of 749 C.E.1 shook large parts of the Middle East, ancient
Gerasa, Ǧeraš in Jordan, had for about four centuries undergone dynamic and penetrating
transformations of its civic life between Late Antiquity and the early Islamic period (Fig. 1).
The city’s name was of Semitic origin, but it took the Hellenised name Gerasa. However, its
Semitic name Garshu is attested in a Nabatean inscription 2. After classical antiquity the
Semitic name gained prominence once again and the city was called Ǧeraš 3. Even if today the
Roman period ruins stand as the most impressive remains, the actual flowering periods with a
peak in population were those of Late Antiquity and the early Islamic periods (Fig. 2). In
these periods it was not the Sanctuary of Artemis or the Sanctuary of Zeus which dominated
the urban landscape, but other civic and sacred spaces now made their imprint on the urban
landscape through the numerous churches constructed in Gerasa as well as the early Islamic
mosques 4. The earthquake interrupted this urban flowering and until now Gerasene history
has remained difficult to grasp in the following period. After the earthquake only small scale
evidence for civic life has been detected, and CARL KRAELING in his still fundamental
account of the history of Gerasa from 1938 speaks of a “twilight” into which the city entered

1 The authors would like to thank the following for advice and comments on various parts of this
article: Louise Blanke, Nikolas Jaspert, Georg Kalaitzoglou, Robert Kool, John Møller Larsen, Alex
Peterson, Jacques Seigne, Annette Højen Sørensen and Kristine Thomsen. For the date of the 749 C.E.
earthquake see TSAFRIR / FOERSTER 1992 and MARCO et al. 2003.

2 STARCKY 1965, 95 – 96.
3 JONES 1971, 228 – 230 for the phenomenon of survival of pre-Hellenized toponyms.
4 For the churches and the late-antique transformations see: KRAELING (ed.) 1938; PIEROBON

1983 – 84, 24 – 29; MARCH 2009; WALMSLEY 2011; RAJA 2015. For mosques see: NAGHAWEH

1982; WALMSLEY/ DAMGAARD 2005; BARNES et al. 2006 and BLANKE et al. 2007.
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Fig. 1. Plan of the region after HOFFMANN / KERNER (ed.) 2002, 3, Abb. 1.

after the earthquake 5. But new research has changed this picture. It is clear that the mosque
situated on the main street was repaired and reconstructed on a smaller scale than its original

5 KRAELING (ed.) 1938, 69. KRAELING deals in detail with the history of Gerasa on p. 27– 69. The
period after the devastating earthquake is covered with only half a page (p. 69). For the situation of
research in the Abbasid period cf. WHITCOMB 2008, 488. On the fairly sparse research that has been
done on middle Islamic period in Jordan cf. also WALMSLEY 2008, 495 – 498.
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Fig. 2. Plan of Ǧeraš after LEPAON.
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layout after the earthquake 6. Furthermore in the residential quarter near the South Decumanus
and in the civic center there is evidence for continuity into the Abbasid period 7. Archaeolog-
ical research has, however, not yet managed to conclusively ascertain the urban layout of the
later 8th and 9th cent. C.E. Abbasid Ǧeraš 8. While pottery from the Byzantine and Umayyad
periods is abundantly encountered everywhere in Ǧeraš, the Abbasid pottery with for example
Kerbschnitt décor (Taf. 7) or Islamic Cream Wares remain sparse 9. Until today no noteworthy
newly constructed building or built structure dating to the Abbasid period has been detected
with certainty in Ǧeraš. However, new archaeological research of recent years has proved that
there is more evidence than earlier thought for the continuity of the use of several complexes
in the city beyond the Umayyad period, and well into the 10th cent. C.E., hinting more at a
decline in activity rather than an actual gap in occupation 10. Research on the Abbasid period
in Ǧeraš is currently undertaken by the Islamic Jarash Project directed by ALAN WALMS-
LEY 11. New excavations have revealed Abbasid remains in the area around the cardo and the
mosque, but further archaeological research in Ǧeraš on this period needs to be undertaken in
order to fully understand the extent of the developments in this period. The excavations
undertaken by the Danish-German Northwest Quarter Project in 2011– 2015 on the hill
behind the Artemision have yielded no significant Abbasid remains, and it is clear that the
Abbasid settlement of Ǧeraš in this quarter did not cover the same extensive areas which the
Umayyad settlement had done. A similar shift in settlement pattern can also be observed in
T
˙

abaqāt Fah
˙

il / Pella during this period 12.
The next period of activity, which is well reflected in the material culture in Ǧeraš, was

the period when the handmade geometrically-painted ware (HMGPW) came into fashion,
which was during the 12th cent. C.E. (Fig. 3) 13. From this period, Ayyubid-Mamluk, evidence

6 On the congregational mosque see WALMSLEY 2011, 276 with n. 12. WALMSLEY and BARNES also
presented some of these results pointing to the continuous use of the mosque in the post-earthquake
phase at the ICHAJ conference in Berlin in May 2013 under the title “How Deep Those Foundations,
How Strong That Roof. Building Practices in an Early Islamic Mosque at Jarash”, forthcoming in:
Studies in the History and Archaeology of Jordan.

7 GAWLIKOWSKI 1986, 114 –117 for structures which were in use into the Abbasid period. See also
GAWLIKOWSKI 2004. USCATESCU 1996, 26 for the ceramics of which the latest pieces are dating to
the 10th cent. C.E. See also the latest research published by WALMSLEY and his team: WALMSLEY et
al. 2008, 133 –134 and BLANKE / LORIEN / RATTENBORG 2010, 320 – 324. See also SIMPSON 2008,
116.

8 Cf. WALMSLEY 2008. On Abbasid Ǧeraš see also WHITCOMB 2008, 488.
9 PIEROBON 1983; THOLBECQ 1997– 98. USCATESCU 1996, 26 and 227– 229, which also refers to

other publications on post-Abbasid pottery production. On other middle Islamic pottery see WALMS-
LEY 2001a, 545 – 548. See also the scarcity of Islamic Cream Wares (ICW) in Ǧeraš: WALMSLEY

2001b. Some ICW were found by WALMSLEY and his team. See: http://miri.ku.dk/projekts/djijp/
reports/ IJP 2008 EndofSeasonReport.pdf (p. 71, 80 – 81); http://miri.ku.dk/projekts/djijp/reports/
IJP 2009 EndofSeasonReport.pdf (p. 68 – 69); access: 04/15/2016.

10 See for example GAWLIKOWSKI 2004.
11 http://miri.ku.dk/projekts/djijp/ for more information about the project and full text of preliminary

reports.
12 WALMSLEY 1992; WHITCOMB 2008, 488 – 490.
13 For HMGPW see JOHNS 1998 which still remains the standard work on the chronology of this ware.

Also see WALMSLEY 2008, 522 – 530 as well as WALMSLEY 2001a, 550 – 553. Furthermore see
WALMSLEY / GREY 2001 as well as the new innovative study by GABRIELI / BEN-SHLOMO / WALKER

2014, which also holds a comprehensive bibliography and complements as well as challenges the
study of JOHNS.
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Fig. 3. HMGPW from Ǧeraš (Danish-German Northwest Quarter Project).

comes from the area of the North Theatre, the Church of Bishop Isaiah, the Mosque, the Oval
Piazza, the Hippodrome and the area south of the Temple of Zeus 14. Its associated pottery has
usually been termed “Mamluk”. However, today we know that it already came into existence
in the Ayyubid period, although there might have been a period where production ceased
between the Ayyubid into the Mamluk period 15. For this reason, today the pottery is often
termed Ayyubid-Mamluk and is assumed to have begun in the 12th cent. C.E., continuing
throughout the Mamluk and even into the Ottoman periods 16. As such, both the typology and
chronology of this pottery is not yet fully understood and future research is needed 17.

14 For a survey of Mamluk evidence in Ǧeraš see THOLBECQ 1997– 98. North Theatre: CLARK / BOW-
SHER / STEWART 1986. Church of Bishop Isaiah: CLARK 1986, 315. Oval Piazza see HARDING 1967,
81 who bases his datings of the structures in this area on ceramics; Temple of Zeus: THOLBECQ

1997– 98, 155 –159; Hippodrome: DE VRIES / BIKAI 1993, 499. For the area of the Mosque see:
WALMSLEY et al. 2008, 134. In general see the survey by WALMSLEY 2001a. BRIZZI / SEPIO / BAL-
DONI 2010 mention Mamluk evidence, but only in the shape of rare sherds.

15 JOHNS 1998. As well as WALMSLEY /GREY 2001, 153 and 158 who argue that the early rise of the
ware was short-lived and precursory.

16 WALKER 2010, 124 and GABRIELI / BEN-SHLOMO / WALKER 2014. WALKER argues for earliest date
as 11th cent. C.E. and well into Ottoman period: WALKER 2011, 214 – 215. Examples of other places
which show evidence of HMGPW in Ayyubid period as well as solidly stratigraphically dated
HMGPW to the Crusader period: TONGHINI / DESIDERI 2001 as well as BROWN 1987.

17 See GABRIELI / BEN-SHLOMO / WALKER 2014 for a study which begins to tackle the issues of chro-
nology and workshops.
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2. Literary Sources for Islamic Ǧeraš

While material culture, including the pottery from Ǧeraš, seems to tell only one side of the
story, we are lucky to have a few literary sources that tell us a bit about the city in these
sparsely investigated periods and about the region in general 18. These might, together with the
new archaeological research undertaken in Ǧeraš over the last years, shed new light on these
periods.

There is one important mention of Ǧeraš from the Abbasid period, namely from the
geographer Al-Ya qūbı̄, who in his Geography dating to around the year 891 C.E. writes that
the city was still inhabited and that the society consisted of a mix of Arabs and Greeks 19. This
is a unique testimony for the supposed societal structure of Ǧeraš in this period and the city’s
urban existence at all. From the present state of archaeological research, we hardly would
have drawn such a picture although – as mentioned above – recent archaeological work brings
to light more and more evidence for continuous occupation in the city in the Abbasid peri-
od 20. This new research in the light of Al-Ya qūbı̄ underlines a strong concurrence of text and
archaeology.

Later literary sources tell us about a crusader period interplay in Ǧeraš in 1121 C.E.21.
Fulcher of Chartres 22 and William of Tyre account that the crusader king Baldwin II, King of
Jerusalem, destroyed a well-built castle (castrum) in Gerasa, which in the year 1120 C.E. had
been constructed by Tughtegin (Doldequinus), who was the governor (atabeg) of Damascus 23.

18 For the region in general see the excellent survey WALMSLEY 2001a. For methodological problems of
relating texts and archaeology in Early and Middle Islamic archaeology cf. WALMSLEY 2004.

19 LE STRANGE 1890, citing Ya qūbı̄, 115 (891 C.E.) on page 462: “A town in the Jordan province. The
population is half Greek, half Arab”. PIEROBON 1983, 11. LE STRANGE 1890, 3 on Ya qūbı̄ whose
Geography from around 891 C.E. has not been completely preserved. The text of his Geography was
edited by JUYNBOLL in 1861. LE STRANGE uses this edition for his translations (LE STRANGE 1890,
3 and 462).

20 See notes 11–13.
21 For the following events see MAYER 1990, 37– 38 and the whole book for the historical context. Cf.

also SCHUMACHER 1902, 121; WALMSLEY 2008, 499; 2001a, 518 – 521, 526 – 527.
22 Fulcher of Chartres, book 3, chapter 10,1– 5: De expeditione regis contra Damascenos et castello

diruto (HAGENMEYER 1913; his edition’s referential signs of notes and the italics of place names are
not given in the following quotation):
“[1] Anno ab incarnatione Domini MCXXI congregavit rex gentem suam a Sidone usque Ioppem et
III Nonas Iulii transgressus Iordanem, adiit regem Damascenorum, qui cum Arabibus sibi foederatis
et adunatis terras nostras Tiberiadi proximas, nullo ei resistente, vastabat. [2] qui cum persensisset
regem nostrum cum exercitu suo adversum se appropinquantem, collectis ilico tabernaculis suis,
bellum evitans refugus in sua secessit. [3] quem cum per duos dies rex insecutus esset nec bellare cum
eo gens illa auderet, reversus est ad castellum quoddam, quod ad nocumentum nostrum anno prae-
terito Tuldequinus, rex Damasci, construi fecerat, quod a Iordane aestimamus discrepare XVI mi-
liariis. id rex obsedit, machinis coercuit, vi expugnavit, redditum recepit. cuius custodes et protectores
XL videlicet Turcos sub statuta conditione vivos abire permisit et oppidum deinde ad solum usque
prostravit. [4] Jarras nominant hoc castrum regionis incolae, quod intra civitatem quandam mira-
biliter et gloriose situ forti antiquitus fundatum, lapidibus magnis et quadris illic erectum erat. ubi
autem comperit rex non sine gravitate magna obtineri nec sine difficultate gente et alimentis, ut
oporteret, posse muniri, iussit illud dirui et omnes ad sua regredi. [5] haec olim urbs insignis fuit in
Arabia, Gerasa nominata, monti Galaad adiuncta, in tribu Manasse instituta.”

23 Fulcher of Chartres, book 3, chapter 10,1– 5 (HAGENMEYER 1913). See below.
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William of Tyre, who relies heavily on Fulcher’s account 24, reports:

“Doldequinus Damascenorum rex Tyberiadensium fines depopulatur; rex occurrit, urbem diruit Ge-
rasam. Anno sequente Doldequinus, perfidus et impius Damascenorum rex, federato sibi [. . .] Ara-
bum principe et eius sibi sociata militia, videns dominum regem pro utraque regione viribus suis
imparem portare sollicitudinem, de eius presumens occupationibus regionem nostram Tyberiadi pro-
ximam immissis legionibus hostiliter nimis vastare cepit. Quo audito dominus rex, congregata de
universi regni finibus militia, illuc more suo inpiger contendit, Doldequinus vero, regis precognito
adventu, videns eo presente se non posse proficere nec cum eo conserere tutum reputans in ulteriora
regni sui se contulit. Rex autem cum suis agminibus in austrum declinans, Gerasam pervenit. Fuit
autem Gerasa una de nobilibus provincie Decapoleos civitatibus, ab Iordane paucis distans miliari-
bus, monti Galaat contermina, in tribu Manasse sita. In huius parte munitiore, quoniam reliqua
civitas hostilitatis metu diu iacuerat desolata, castrum sibi ex quadris et magnis lapidibus cum multis
sumptibus erigi sibi fecerat anno preterito Doldequinus victuque et armis communitum quibusdam
fidelibus suis conservandum tradiderat. Quo perveniens rex, impugnato vehementius presidio qua-
draginta milites, qui in eo ad custodiam relicti fuerant, interpositis conditionibus quod cum salute ad
suos haberent reditum, castro recepto permisit abire incolumes, habitaque cum suis deliberatione
utrum magis expediret dirui funditus presidium aut Christianitati reservari, placuit de universorum
consensu municipium everti funditus, nam sine multis sumptibus et labore continuo et multo periculo
transeuntium non videbatur a nostris posse conservari.”

“Meanwhile the king had led his forces southward and had reached Gerasa, one of the noblest cities
of the province Decapolis. It lay in the tribe Manassas, near Mt. Galaad, only a few miles distant
from the Jordan. The city had long lain desolate through the fear of war, but, in the year just past,
Tughtigin at great expense had caused a fortress of immense hewn stones to be erected in the
better-fortified part of this place. This he supplied with provisions and weapons and put it in charge
of some of his own trusty people. Immediately upon his arrival, the king attacked the place with great
fury. It surrendered on condition that the forty soldiers who had been left there to guard it were
allowed to depart uninjured to their own people. This demand was granted. Baldwin then conferred
with his advisers as to whether the fortress should be destroyed from the very foundations or kept for
the use of the Christians. The opinion was unanimous that it should be completely razed, for it
seemed impracticable to maintain it for our use without great expense and constant hardship. More-
over, no one could reach it without incurring extreme danger” 25.

Thus, William of Tyre mentions that Tughtegin built the castrum of blocks and large stones in
Ǧeraš and left 40 men there with food and weapons and that it was built in the “better-for-
tified part” of the city. According to William of Tyre the city was desolate and thus possibly
more or less abandoned before the construction of the castrum. The crusaders attacked Tugh-
tegin’s men, but allowed them to leave the castrum without being harmed after they had
surrendered to the crusaders. The castrum indeed seems to have been strongly fortified as
Fulcher mentions that siege-engines had to be used by Baldwin II in order to take it. After
some discussions the crusaders decided to thoroughly destroy the castrum and not to establish
a crusader fortress or keep men there since this would have been too unsafe due to the
remoteness of the region from the core-regions of crusader activity.

Both Fulcher of Chartres and William of Tyre leave the question open about whether
Ǧeraš, before the castrum was built, also held a noticeably settlement. However, it is clear that
William mentions that the area in which Tughtegin erected the castrum was the “better-for-
tified part” (pars munitior) of the place, hinting at least at some kind of existing settlement 26.

24 For references to further medieval sources for these events which all heavily rely on Fulcher see
HAGENMEYER 1913, 643, n. 1.

25 William of Tyre, 12,16 (HUYGENS [ed.] 1986). Translation of William of Tyre, 12,16 taken from
ATWATER BABCOCK / KREY 1943, 538 – 539 (from: Rex autem . . .).

26 MAYER 1990, 37– 38.
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In 1115 C.E. Baldwin I had confirmed the Knights Hospitaller’s right to a mansion (casale) in
the region of Jerraz and the Jordan Valley 27. Although it has been doubted that the casale

Jerraz was situated in Ǧeraš 28, the context clearly supports this identification 29. However, the
place Ǧeraš was probably never taken into possession and the status confirmation was most
likely more a formal claim than proof of an actual possession of the site, as the site was
fortified by Tughtegin in 1120 C.E. without the report of prior conquest.

A later Arab geographer living from the late 12th – early 13th cent. C.E., Yāqūt al-H
˙

amawı̄,
around 1225 C.E. tells that:
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“Jaraš est le nom d’une ville antique, qui est aujourd’hui en ruine. C’est ce que m’a rapporté une
personne qui l’avait vue. On y trouve des puits très anciens qui supposent de la magnificence. Cette
personne a ajouté que dans son milieu il y a une rivière courante faisant tourner plusieurs moulins qui
fonctionnent bien jusqu’à présent. La ville est située à l’est du mont d’As-Sawâd, de la terre d’Al-
Balqâ’ et du Hawrân, de la province de Damas. Elle est dans une montagne embrassant des villages
et des bourgades. Le tout est appelé le mont de Jaraš, du nom de l’homme qui est Jaraš ben
Abdallah. Cette montagne est attachée à celle de Awf; c’est à elle qu’on attribue la forteresse de
Jaraš. Elle fait partie des conquêtes de Šurah

˙
bı̂l ben H

˙
asanah, du temps de Umar” 30.

27 MAYER 2010, 187–189 Nr. 58. (DELABORDE [ed.] 1880, 27– 28). Cf. also 276 – 280 Nr. 116 and
412 – 415 Nr. 226.

28 BEYER 1945, 227, n. 2.
29 MAYER 2010, 188.
30 Yāqūt, II,61. The Arabic passage is taken from WÜSTENFELD (ed.) 1867. The French translation

comes from: MARMARDJI 1951, 46.
“Jarash[. . .]is the name of what was once a mighty city, but is now a total ruin. This I am told by
those who have seen it. There are wells of the ’Adite days to be seen here. Through its midst runs a
river, which turns at the present day several mills. It lies to the east of the Jabal as Suwâd, between
the Provinces of the Balkâ and Haurân, occupying a mountain tract that is full of villages and
domains. This is called Jabal Jarash. Jarash was conquered during the Khaliphate of ’Omar by (the
Arab general) Shurahbil. The name is mentioned in Al Mutanabbi’s poems. It is also spoken of as the
Himâ (or domain) of Jarash, and the Castle of Jarash”. The English translation is taken from LE

STRANGE 1890, 462.
On Yāqūt cf. also WALMSLEY 2008, 501. Translation by JOHN MØLLER LARSEN, Aarhus University
(November 2013), whom we thank for his help: “It [Jarash] is on a mountain, comprising villages
[or: estates] and hamlets. All of it is called Jabal Jarash [i. e., the mountain of Jarash], (i. e.) the name
of a man who was Jarash ibn Abd Allāh [. . .]. This mountain is adjacent to Jabal Awf, and the h

˙
imā
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The water mills of which he speaks are mostly lost today, but the English traveler and artist
WILLIAM JOHN BANKES who visited Ǧeraš in 1816 and 1818, saw and drew some of these 31.
BANKES came to Ǧeraš together with J. S. BUCKINGHAM 32. Earlier ULRICH JASPER SEETZEN

had visited Ǧeraš 33. They all describe the city as deserted. However, BUCKINGHAM mentions
that cornfields were cultivated in the area of the Hippodrome, which indicates that some
occupation must have been there 34. Only with the late 19th cent. C.E. Circassian (1878)
occupation, settlement on a larger scale seems to have been reintroduced in Ǧeraš 35.

Yāqūt relates Ǧeraš to the mountain Auf, which is the hill country north of Ǧeraš and also
the name of the mountain upon which Aǧlūn castle is situated 36. The above description
clarifies earlier misleading information given by the Arab geographer Al-Muqaddası̄, who
in the late 10th cent. C.E. equated the Ǧebel Aǧlūn with Ǧebel Ǧeraš 37, this transfer of
a toponym from one location to another attests to a certain discontinuity starting with the
beginning of the Abbasid period.

3. The castrum of Tughtegin

As already mentioned, the congregational mosque was reconstructed in a different and re-
duced shape after the devastating earthquake in 749 C.E.38. The various phases of this mosque
are being scrutinized by researchers of the Islamic Jarash Project 39. The reconstruction of the
mosque illustrates both that Abbasid Ǧeraš was not as abandoned as previously thought and
that the evidence for this period still remains to be collected and evaluated within a wider
framework 40. Research, though, has always been interested in localizing and identifying the
castrum built by Tughtegin and destroyed by Baldwin II in 1121 C.E. It has been suggested
and commonly accepted that the sanctuary of Artemis was transformed into this castrum 41.

of Jarash is attributed to it. It was part of the conquests of Shurah
˙
bı̄l ibn H

˙
asana in the days of

Umar”.
Commentary: h

˙
imā can mean different things, among other things a protected grazing area. However,

it may also mean (cf. BIBERSTEIN-KAZIMIRSKI 1960): “Territoire aux alentours d’une forteresse
protégé par elle”, which means the area surrounding a fortress, but not the fortress itself. It is likely
that the implication here is that the h

˙
imā of Ǧeraš belonged to Ǧebel Auf, but it is not completely

clear from the Arabic text.
31 For an account of BANKES’ travels in the Decapolis region see BOWSHER 1997. On water mills cf.

WALMSLEY 2008, 518 – 519. No other publications are available on these water mills. However,
through personal communication JACQUES SEIGNE has kindly let us know that he has made sketches
of some of the remains of these water mills of which several do not exist anymore.

32 BUCKINGHAM 1822.
33 SEETZEN 1854, 388 – 390.
34 BUCKINGHAM 1822, 141.
35 For the Circassian settlement cf. PIEROBON 1983 – 84, 14; THOLBECQ 1997– 98, 154, for some of

this evidence from this period relating to agricultural installations in the North Theatre.
36 On Aǧlūn castle cf. JOHNS 1932.
37 LE STRANGE 1886, 29. On the value of Muqaddası̄ for settlement history of Jordan cf. WALMSLEY

2008, 498 – 499. See also WALMSLEY 2001a, 517– 518.
38 See n. 4.
39 See n. 2.
40 SIMPSON 2008 for new evidence from the Abbasid shops in Ǧeraš on the main street as well as

further literature on early Islamic period Ǧeraš.
41 KRAELING (ed.) 1938, 69; HARDING 1967, 98; PIEROBON 1983 – 84, 26; PRINGLE 1997, 2. SCHU-

MACHER 1902, 121 also discusses this possibility.
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However, RAFAELLA PIEROBON and LAURENT THOLBECQ examined the archaeological re-
mains in this area and concluded that the sanctuary could not possibly have been the location
of the castrum 42. JACQUES SEIGNE suggested that the South Theatre in Ǧeraš might have
been the location of the castrum 43. Again, THOLBECQ also shows that there is no concrete
archaeological evidence for such an interpretation 44. PIEROBON, who as the latest scholar in
1983 has been occupied with the literary sources concerning the castrum, came to the con-
clusion that it is impossible to localize the castrum on the basis of the then present state of
research, and THOLBECQ suggested that the castrum might have to be found in the surround-
ing mountainous region of Ǧeraš outside of the ruins of the ancient city 45.

Already in 1902 GOTTLIEB SCHUMACHER suggested another location for the castrum,
namely the area behind the Artemision which is the highest lying area within the city walls.
He based his suggestion on the fact that there were noticeable and extensive remains visible
on the surface 46. This area is now the subject of investigation of a new archaeological project,
which has been on-going since 2011. The Northwest Quarter is situated on a hill behind the
Artemision and slopes on three sides towards the north, south and east. To the west its limit
are the ancient city walls (Fig. 4). The whole area was laid out on an extensive terracing
system aligned on an east––west axis. In the Byzantine and early Islamic periods this area was
densely covered with structures of various nature, such as a synagogue which was later turned
into a church, industrial installations such as oil presses, cisterns and habitation areas.

The surface survey and the excavations in the Northwest Quarter conducted between
2011– 2015 47 have underlined that the earthquake of 749 C.E. indeed did have a profound
impact on the settlement in this area of Ǧeraš as there only is extremely sparse evidence for
activity in the later 8th cent. C.E. and hardly any Abbasid pottery has been found neither
during survey of the 4 hectar large area, nor during excavations of in total 18 trenches 48. The
destruction caused by the 749 C.E. earthquake is especially visible on the eastern terrace of the
Northwest Quarter where, during the 2014 and 2015 campaigns, buildings that were clearly
suddenly collapsed have been excavated and the evidence points to an abandonment of the
whole area after the devastating earthquake.

Following the earthquake there seems to then have been a settlement gap in the Northwest
Quarter until a small hamlet was constructed on the top of the hill (Fig. 5). The pottery which
can be associated with this hamlet is the handmade geometrically-painted ware (HMGPW) of
the Ayyubid-Mamluk periods discussed earlier (Taf. 8A) 49. Although this pottery, which was
wide-spread in Transjordan, seems to have come into existence in the 12th cent. C.E., it is not

42 PIEROBON 1983 and THOLBECQ 1997– 98, 156.
43 THOLBECQ 1997– 98, 156; WALMSLEY 2008, 506 and 2001a, 527 for SEIGNE’s suggestion as well as

SEIGNE 1989, 323.
44 THOLBECQ 1997– 98, 156.
45 PIEROBON 1983, 12 –13; THOLBECQ 1997– 98, 156.
46 SCHUMACHER 1902, 121.
47 For finds from the 2011– 2013 campaigns see LICHTENBERGER / RAJA 2012; LICHTENBERGER /

RAJA / SØRENSEN 2013 and in press. For field reports from the 2011– 2013 campaigns see KALAIT-
ZOGLOU / LICHTENBERGER / RAJA 2013 as well as in press. On the synagogue church cf. CROWFOOT

1938, 234 – 241.
48 This stands in clear contrast to GAWLIKOWSKI 2004 who even claims that the earthquake hardly

affected Ǧeraš.
49 JOHNS 1998; MCQUITTY et al. 1997– 98. Also see above n. 14.
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Fig. 4. Survey plan of the Northwest Quarter (Danish-German Northwest Quarter Project).

likely that it relates to the 1121 C.E. destroyed building 50. This is also suggested by the
absence of the earlier geometrically red-painted ware, which would have extended back into
the time of Baldwin’s sack of Ǧeraš 51. Furthermore, the argument that this cannot be the
castrum of Tughtegin is also supported by the architectural layout and characteristics of the
Hamlet.

4. The Ayyubid-Mamluk Hamlet

During the 2011 survey and the 2012 – 2015 excavation campaigns it has become clear that
the Northwest Quarter was densely settled from at the very latest Late Antiquity onwards 52.
Along with this, it also became evident from the nature of the evidence (architecture, coins
and pottery) that the structures belonging to the Ayyubid-Mamluk periods are restricted to the
area on top of the hill and slightly towards the north of the summit. Furthermore there are

50 However, WALMSLEY 2008, 505 – 507 and 531 emphasises the problems that are connected with
identifying Crusader period structures under Ayyubid-Mamluk architecture.

51 JOHNS 1998, fig. 5; MCPHILLIPS / WALMSLEY 2007, 131.
52 In the following cf. the publications in n. 8.
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Fig. 5. Plan of the Hamlet (Danish-German Northwest Quarter Project).

some characteristics which should be noted, namely that all the structures which date to the
Ayyubid-Mamluk periods partly use earlier walls or quarry walls in their layout and also that
the builders razed around these walls to the bedrock where possible and then these razed areas
were backfilled by the Ayyubid-Mamluk builders to create even surfaces. This naturally has

an impact on the stratigraphy, which often is very disturbed in these areas, as fills consist of a

mix of Ayyubid-Mamluk and earlier material primarily from the late Roman, Byzantine, and

Umayyad periods.

The small hamlet consisted of three building complexes which were not directly connect-

ed but closely related to each other through their locations. Most prominent is the so-called

“Ionic Building”, which stands centrally on the hill. It is of an almost square shape measuring
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approximately 23.40 19.20m. Respectively to the north (A) and the north–– east (B) two
other complexes are situated, consisting of several rooms and at least in the case of the B
complex organized around a courtyard.

The “Ionic Building” draws its name from the spolia of earlier Roman buildings which
had been integrated into the Ayyubid-Mamluk architecture. These spolia were taken out of
their original places of use and so ionic capitals were used as bases supporting now missing
pillars in the “Ionic Building”. The “Ionic Building” consisted of several rooms and a paved
area in the southern corner with a row of columns. This might have been a courtyard or a
large open reception hall. In a later phase a room was constructed in the southern corner of the
courtyard/reception hall. Excavations were carried out in the eastern and western corners of
the building. In both cases it turned out that older Umayyad walls were reused for the
construction of the Ayyubid-Mamluk building, but some walls were only set on top of fill
layers. The Ayyubid-Mamluk construction phase involved invasive measures, with a com-
plete razing of the areas around the walls in the rooms which were to be constructed for the
Ayyubid-Mamluk building. In the western corner of the house an earlier cistern was dug out
and backfilled by the Ayyubid-Mamluk inhabitants before constructing the “Ionic Building”.
Areas, lying right on the other side of the reused walls but not inside the Ayyubid-Mamluk
structure, were left untouched. In the room in the eastern corner of the building considerable
amounts of wall plaster with red, yellow and blue colors, some of them in situ, were un-
earthed, attesting to a more elaborate building (Taf. 9).

Although the general layout of this building is large and representative, no fortification
features can be traced and there is no evidence for a violent destruction of this complex. For
this reason, identifying this building with the one destroyed by Baldwin II in 1121 C.E.,
applying siege-engines, is problematic. From the various building phases it can be concluded
that the structure was in use for a longer period of time, but it has not been possible to
establish exactly when it fell out of use 53. Compared to other village houses of the Ayyu-
bid-Mamluk periods, which are often small and irregular 54, the “Ionic Building” with its
regular shape, large size and general monumental appearance has a somehow official and
representative character 55. Although the architectural layout differs from other monumental
Ayyubid-Mamluk buildings 56 one might assume that the “Ionic Building” had a representa-
tional and/or official function in Ayyubid-Mamluk Ǧeraš. The prominent location of the
building and its imposing character allow us to suggest this as a possibility.

East of the “Ionic Building” a large rectangular terrace (57 31m) extended, the function
of which is unclear (Taf. 10A). The northern side of the terrace is bordered by a wall which
was in use in earlier periods also (Byzantine/ Umayyad periods). Directly on this wall, the
northern wall of the “Ionic Building” was situated. Further to the east, also on top of this
terrace wall, the southern wall of the Ayyubid-Mamluk complex B was positioned. This
complex consisted of several agglomerated rooms, one of them with a central pillar to support
the roof construction. The complex underwent several phases of construction and seems to
have grown from formerly two independent complexes into one. During the excavation of the
western corner of complex B, an Ayyubid-Mamluk period sherd was found which joined with

53 For the problems and uncertainties concerning the end of Mamluk settlement in Jordan cf. WALKER

2004.
54 See below.
55 Cf. the earlier square building in Aqaba: WHITCOMB 1988.
56 Cf. e. g. for the Mamluk Khans: CYTRYN-SILVERMAN 2010 and in general: MICHAUDEL 2007.
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a sherd found in the “Ionic Building” underlining the contemporary use of these structures
and their connectedness (Taf. 8B).

The Ayyubid-Mamluk complex A was situated north of the “Ionic Building” and con-
sisted of several agglomerated rooms or one-room houses. This complex was not excavated
but the surface pottery and the similarity in layout suggest an Ayyubid-Mamluk date. Some of
its rooms also had central pillars to support the roof construction and the whole complex
underwent several phases of construction. As in complex B, two formerly independent com-
plexes seem to have been later connected into one. An irregular enclosure wall at the eastern
side probably also belonged to the Ayyubid-Mamluk phase of the complex.

It was not possible to shed light on the question of how this hamlet earned its living. No
agricultural installations or presses of the Ayyubid-Mamluk period have been found. Also the
water supply might have been a problem, as the only cistern that was found until now was an
Umayyad cistern in the western corner of the “Ionic Building”, which was not reused by the
new Ayyubid-Mamluk inhabitants (Taf. 10B). Perhaps this lack of agricultural or industrial
installations also speaks for the interpretation that this part of Ayyubid-Mamluk Ǧeraš was a
more representative one. However, this remains to be clarified in the coming excavation
campaigns.

Until now only few hamlets of the Ayyubid-Mamluk period have been excavated and
documented in the region 57. There are, however, some comparable small Ayyubid-Mamluk
settlements with which the hamlet in Ǧeraš shares common features. The Mamluk settlement
at Tell H

˙
esbān had a similar agglomerated arrangement of structures and also the invasive

razing prior to building can be observed 58. Although much larger, Nah
˙

al H
˙

aggı̄t in the
Southern Carmel displays in its Mamluk phase a similar agglomeration of rooms and
one-room houses as in the Ǧeraš Northwest Quarter. There, even the irregular enclosure walls
leaning on houses were found 59. Also in Ǧeraš itself we find comparanda to such irregular
court enclosures in the small Ayyubid-Mamluk houses in the southwest corner of the court-
yard of the Sanctuary of Zeus 60. Furthermore, in H

˘
irbet Fāris on the Kerak plateau the

Ayyubid-Mamluk settlement also consists of scattered house complexes with agglomerations
of one-room structures with internal subdivided walls and use of earlier walls and spolia 61.
Comparable agglomerations of houses and rooms can be observed in the Ottoman village of
H
˘

irbet H
˘

amase 62. A heavy reuse of Byzantine walls as foundations of Ayyubid-Mamluk
houses is also seen in Rāmat han-Nādı̄v 63, H

˘
irbet Fāris 64 and in D

¯̄
ı̄bān, where, as in Ǧeraš,

some Ayyubid-Mamluk walls even rested only on fill-layers 65.

57 Cf. the survey of WALMSLEY 2008, 503 – 509, 517– 519 and 2001a. See also for the Jordan Valley
KAREEM 2000, 66 – 80 (however with little architecture) and for the H

˙
esbān region IBACH 1987,

191–194. Furthermore also see the Northern Jordan Rural Survey by WALKER 2005.
58 DE VRIES 1994, 161–162.
59 SELIGMAN 2010, 83.
60 THOLBECQ 1997– 98, 155, plate 2.
61 JOHNS / MCQUITTY / FALKNER 1989; MCQUITTY / FALKNER 1993; MCQUITTY et al. 1997– 98.
62 AMIT 1991.
63 HIRSCHFELD 2000, 78 – 86.
64 MCQUITTY / FALKNER 1993.
65 TUSHINGHAM 1972, 83 – 84.
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5. Conclusions

It needs to be emphasized that Ǧeraš after the 749 C.E. earthquake entered into a period of
decline. However, research over the last 30 years has shown that it did not experience a
complete gap of settlement. The research undertaken in the Northwest Quarter of Ǧeraš has
added new information to the early and middle Islamic periods of Ǧeraš. The Northwest
Quarter was densely settled during the Byzantine and early Islamic periods, but the 749 C.E.
earthquake brought an end to habitation in this part of the city. This is a different picture than
the one observed in the center of Ǧeraš, where some reconstruction and settlement during the
Abbasid period can be observed.

The Northwest Quarter was occupied later again only in the Ayyubid-Mamluk periods
when a small hamlet was built. These Ayyubid-Mamluk structures in the Northwest Quarter
have nothing to do with the Crusader period castrum of Tughtegin. However, it has also
become clear that we have to handle substantial architecture of the Ayyubid-Mamluk period
of which we know virtually nothing from the literary sources. Tholbecq has suggested that the
centre of the Ayyubid-Mamluk settlement was located in the southern part of the city in the
area of the Sanctuary of Zeus and the Oval Piazza 66. Through our research it is now clear that
there is at least one other node of middle Islamic settlement, namely that of the Northwest
Quarter. Although several places within the ruined city have revealed Ayyubid-Mamluk ev-
idence, it remains unclear whether the hamlet in the Northwest Quarter was connected with
the Ayyubid-Mamluk village reconstructed by THOLBECQ in the south or how these two
nodes of habitation related to each other.
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